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The student ofpsychiatry today has to steer a
careful course between the equally perilous
rocks of brainless and mindless psychiatry.
In the United Kingdom a more phenomen-
ologically based psychiatry has always kept a
foothold in neurology and allied sciences,
whilst fashion and historical accident have
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ecessary as a for trainee neuropathologists and general
in the neuro- pathologists with an interest in the subject.
rparts had to In doing so they have produced a book which
they met with will appeal to a much wider readership and
This book no doubt will also find its way to the

, as a correc- bookshelves of neuropathologists who have
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ant in deter- investigate diseases of the nervous system.
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transcultural problems. The text is complemented by
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behavioural standard.

ry will share I can recommend this book most warmly
iore extensive and without hesitation. The authors have
d to fill in the clearly fulfilled their original aim of produc-

ing an excellent practical manual. But more
MARIA A RON importantly, they have also succeeded in

presenting neuropathology which has
become a fast developing, fascinating and
challenging area of neuroscience.
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This is an excellent book. Its success lies in
clear definition and perfect execution of its
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